
QMPP production Engineer生产质量工程师

Your tasks

1.Create and implement the local launch quality developing road map
2.New project risk anslysis and propose the improvement solution
3.Production line and equipment validation plan creation and results
review with project team
4.Project specific quality control based on Q plan, provide sample build
quality report
5.Manage and evaluate project quality status regularly
6.Launch Quality KPI monitoring and KPI gap fulfillment with multi-
function team
7.Lessons Learn and read across deployment for quality prevention
8.Lead team to handle customer complaint in launch phase
9.Drive corrective action and permanent actions by supporting from
other departments
10.Take actions accordingly to improve customer satisfaction, such as
regular visit, onsite presentation of systematic
improvements,workshop, etc.
11.Support third party quality system certification audit
12.Support customer visit and project audit
13.Support to build up plant quality operation system together with
project team(Jidoka, restart, Non conformance control, rework)

Your profile

1.Quality tools - new / old 7 tools, problems solving methods - PDCA, 8D,
six sigma etc.           2.ISO14001, IATF16949, VDA6.1                                
3.English reading, writing and speaking                                
4.Automotive related - 5 manuals like FMEA, CP, PPAP, MSA and SPC       
   
5.Product Knowledge                                
6.Quality analysis approaches                                
7.Communication skills                                
8.Awareness of general CSR (Customer Specific Requirements), e.g. VW,
Toyota. Etc                                
 

Our offer

 

 

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
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Continental Automotive Systems
Changsha Co., Ltd.



sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2021, Continental generated sales of €33.8 billion and currently
employs more than 190,000 people in 58 countries and markets. On
October 8, 2021, the company celebrated its 150th anniversary. 
The Automotive group sector comprises technologies for passive safety,
brake, chassis, motion and motion control systems. Innovative solutions
for assisted and automated driving, display and operating technologies,
as well as audio and camera solutions for the vehicle interior, are also
part of the portfolio, as is intelligent information and communication
technology for the mobility services of fleet operators and commercial
vehicle manufacturers. Comprehensive activities relating to connectivity
technologies, vehicle electronics and high-performance computers
round off the range of products and services.


